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Charisma of chores chooses the closet
Cleaving for creation Causing Contraction
Commensuration of customs from the cusp of cousins
Conjoined twins are cozy cousins too
Camaraderie, customs the courtesy of conventions.

Colonial cousins, ‘can’t be’.
Cruel Colonisers ‘can always be’.
Conveys a column layered on the cusp of cloistered cabba.
Cones of cumins cleft to cross and creep
Cascade of cunning wo’men’ and mane too.

Chatting the chits of chest and Chesterton.
Clattering cocaine in pre-culture too.
Can we convert any one in cozy corner.
Or on coastal lines.
Courtesy was only for clean looking Cabulliwalah

Caligula is also cresenting the cleavage.
Can anyone convert over cake and her cousins?
Cudgels of corrupt closely caught.
Cross-garters are clustered with creams and cutie-pie.
Cut the cross-section to close and conjoin certitude of.

Creams and climate.
Clouds clout to de-clamor cunning Christians.
Control the self to continue in common.
Curtail the curial and curious critique.
Crossing the Caspian sea for a cup of tea, C(s)imulacra.

Clouting only for comments.
Coat the column with cunt content.
Craft of congress lies in Conversion.
Caves are contemporary clubs.
Can we convert them too?

Closer is the club of the country.
Cera, cera, hey cera, although in life and clean can be
Comfort comes only with continued hard hands.
Curtailed thoughts are not comptrollers of culture.

Cleft, cloven, copied, creased cozy is always the best.
Canterbury to Colombo is a hard sea/see journey for
Coy noor /Kohinoor and a crazy long razor.
Coating it again is a Chelmsford clean from Cumminahalli.
Crease the credentials of Clients to turns the Continental cruise again.